FACIAL TREATMENT
BODY TREATMENT
MASSAGE

FACIAL TREATMENTS
Whitening therapy
A therapy with vitamin C, aloe and liquorice for instant and spectacular results in
regulating skin tone, with mulberry and grape, ingredients which normalize the
skin tone .It treats blotches, blemishes and discolorations, giving the skin a
uniform tone and radiance. It nourishes and illuminates face skin.

60 Minutes
Caviar therapy (anti-aging therapy)
A special therapy with Caviar, rich in proteins, vitamins, amino acids and trace
elements .It accelerates the natural process of collagen production. The skin is
remodeled, wrinkles are smoothed and the face regains its firmness, radiance
and healthy look, becoming firm and youthful looking.

60 minutes
Hydrating therapy
A therapy with cocoa, almond granules and elastin extracts, hyaluronic acid,
olive oil that leaves the skin radiant, glowing with a sense of softness and
hydration right after use.

50 Minutes
After sun facial therapy
Nourishing and deeply moisturizing facial therapy for after sun exposure. A skin
treatment based on aloe that help revitalize tired, sun dehydrated skin.

45Minutes
Men's therapy
This male facial, combats skin fatigue and daily attacks from shaving. This
therapy provides vitality and comfort. It leaves the skin truly restful and healthy.
The result will justify you.

30 Minutes

BODY TREATMENT
Peeling and hydrating
An amazing experience with basil that leaves the body soft, hydrated and ready
to receive the sun.

60 Minutes
After sun body therapy
Nourishing and deeply moisturizing facial therapy for after sun exposure. A skin
treatment based on aloe that help revitalize tired, sun dehydrated skin.

60 Minutes

MASSAGE
Relaxing Massage
This is an ideal massage against stress and accumulated fatigue, which will offer
you a deep sense of rejuvenation and wellness.

60 Minutes
Deep Tissue Massage
Deep tissue Massage is a type of massage therapy that focuses on realigning
deeper layers of muscles and connective tissue. It is especially beneficial for
areas such as stiff necks low back tightness and sore shoulders.

60 Minutes
Aromatherapy
The human is a spirit that has a soul and lives in a body. The Essential oils with a
massage infiltrate deep in the skin and via pores they pass in the blood thus the
entire body is revived and not only the skin, but also the soul!

60 Minutes
Rejuvance
A treatment resulting in deep inner skin hydration . The face is bright, calm,
with fewer wrinkles and relaxation and rest are felt throughout the body. It
faces extremely dark circles and bags, headaches and migraines. The Rejuvance
is proactive , slowing the natural passage of time.

30 Minutes
Lomi Lomi
The Lomi lomi massage is a Hawaiian type of massage, one of the oldest and
most powerful type of massage. The Lomi lomi helps to release energy, to
unblock it, and give it a new direction of flow. So the Lomi lomi is a type of
massage that facilitates the mental, emotional and spiritual healing. The lack of
harmony in the flow of energy causes physical, mental and emotional pain.

60 Minutes

INFORMATION & POLICIES

 Treatments are available every day from 11 am to 7 pm. Special
arrangement for late or early hours
 Please reserve, preferably one day in advance at the Reception.
 Cancelations with 12 hours in advance are with no extra charge. After
that, no refund for cancelations and no shows.
 Please consider that showing up late to your appointment might reduce
the length of your massage to adjust it to the original ending time. It
will be fully charged.

